
Quilt Show Contest Categories 

 

Large Size Quilt--Width plus length must equal or be greater than 140" . 

      A.  Large Quilt made by one person, any technique (pieced/applique /mixed), hand or machine quilted. 

     B.   Large Quilt made by two people, any technique (pieced/applique/mixed), hand or machine quilted. 

Group Quilt-- 

   C.  Any size quilt made by three or more people working on the construction, or  finishing of the quilt.  This 

includes block exchanges and bee quilts. 

Medium/Small Quilts 

   D.  Applique Quilt--Width plus length must be less than 140" with applique as the dominant feature of the 

quilt.  It may be hand or machine appliqued ;  hand or machine quilted. 

  E.  Small Pieced Quilt--Width plus length must be less than 80";  hand or machine quilted. 

  F. Medium Pieced Quilt by One  Person--Width plus length must be equal or greater than 80", but less than 

140".  Hand or machine quilted with  all work completed by one  person. 

  G.  Medium Pieced Quilt by Two persons--Width plus length must be equal or greater than 80" but less than 

140".  Hand or machine quilted with all work completed by two people. 

Theme or Challenge Quilt:  Log cabin  

  H.  Theme:  The log cabin block (traditional or non-traditional) must be evident in the quilt.  Each side of the 

quilt must measure between 25" and 50". 

Art/Innovative Quilt: 

  I:  The quilt should be an original work of art.  No published pattern may be used.  Quilt may be made using 

any technique with the fabric as the primary medium.  May be hand or machine quilted. 

Miniature Quilt: 

  J.  Quilt may be pieced, appliqued or mixed, but must be a small version of a full size quilt.  Maximum block 

size is 4" and each side must be less than 24".  Quilt completed by one person. 

First Entry: 

K.  A member's first entry into a SABQG Show.  Any technique is allowed and machine or hand quilted.  

Other:   

L.  Any project that doesn't contain three layers like a wool applique blanket or yo-yo quilt.  Also includes 

machine embroidery projects, redwork,  sashiko or whole cloth quilts. 

 

*******A QUILT HAS A TOP, MIDDLE (BATTING) AND A BACKING WHICH ARE SEWN 

(QUILTED TOGETHER) 


